
HIS is a hugely interesting book which has been written
by Joe Osborne, managing director of Godolphin Ireland,
for a good cause, writes JOHN SCANLON. 

All proceeds are to go to the Racing Academy and Centre of
Education (RACE) in Kildare Town. Joe’s father was one of the
founders of the academy and it’s appropriate that the foreword is
provided by RACE graduate, Johnny Murtagh, who describes the
stories recounted by Joe in the book as ‘inspirational’.

Described by the author as ‘observations from the arenas of business,
entertainment and sport’, the book consists of 41 essays originally
devised to give guidance and inspiration.

The title of the book is taken from the poem Stony Grey Soil, written
by the Irish poet, Patrick Kavanagh. 

‘You clogged the feet of my boyhood/And I believed that my
stumble/Had the poise and stride of Apollo/And his voice my thick-
tongued mumble’ wrote Kavanagh. 

It’s fair to say that Osborne’s clear and uncomplicated writing style
has plenty of ‘poise and stride’; he selects a wide range of topics and
contexts for his essays, and uses them skilfully to illustrate the points
which he wishes to highlight. In no way can his messages be accused of
having been delivered in a ‘thick-tongued mumble’.

Joe confesses that most of the book was written as a series of
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contributions to the Godolphin Flying Start quarterly
graduate newsletter, Time Flies, which is entirely
appropriate as he is also chairman of that organisation.

Osborne betrays a wide range of influences and interests
in the subjects about which he writes; his cast of characters
ranges from the singer Harry Belafonte to the legendary
miler, Sir Roger Bannister, and from the philosopher Zeno
of Citium to Gordon Wilson, the life of whose daughter

was claimed in the Enniskillen bombing in 1987.
In recounting stories from their lives and in particular how they

dealt with the challenges life threw at them, Osborne skilfully identifies
lessons for all of us.

The book is beautifully produced and features a series of illustrations
by Declan Considine. As I read it, I found myself reflecting on the need
to step back from the busy routine of normal life, and to analyse how I
could have dealt differently with various incidents as they unfolded. It’s
no bad thing to stop and reflect, and I suspect most readers will find
something in Joe’s essays which will make them stop and take stock.

RACE was established in 1973 on the edge of the Curragh plains in
Kildare. A charity, it offers courses not just for aspiring jockeys but
also for stable staff, trainers, breeders and others involved in the
thoroughbred sector. As you might expect given the tone of Joe’s book,
it places an emphasis on the all-round development of each individual
trainee. Our own Joe Fanning is a notable graduate of the academy.

‘Poise and Stride’ is available for €20 (plus P&P) by emailing RACE
at poiseandstride@racingacademy.ie or phoning their office on +353
45 522468. By purchasing this book, you would be making a valuable
contribution to the work of the academy, and in exchange you will
receive an entertaining and informative read.
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